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and where and when you were born.

My name is Daniel Bennahmias. was born in Salonika Greece in 1923.

What was your life likewhat did your family do for

Well we were middleclass ___________. Actually our family was

originally from Italian extract and we maintained the Italian citizenship

in Greece. So even though we were all bornmy grandfather my mother

and everybody were born in Greecewe maintained the Italian citizenship.

And when Mussolini was in power of course we had to go to Italian school.

And in fact finished

In Salonika

In Salonika. finished actually the Italian school the Italian high

school or whatever you call it. And then the war started and we were for

period of one year or two years we were alright because the Germans did

not press in regard to measures against the Jews.

This is even after they had occupied the country.

____________yes. In other words from the period from 41 to 43
there was no measures against the Jews taken. Then in 43 it started.

However because of the Italian citizenship my family myself were not
were in way protected. So the way it happened is that we left for

Athens. And we stayed in Athens until Mussolini or Italy capitulated.

So until that time

Until that time we didnt have any problem because we were protected

by the Italian consulate and ___________ protection as matter of fact.

And were there roundups of other Greek citizens ___________________

Certainly. There were several during that period in 43actually it

was the peak. And in fact at the end is when we left Salonika for

Athens because we felt its safer amongbecause Athens was occupied

by the Italians at the time. Then in 1943 at the endat the end 43
Italy fell of course capitulated. And then they were after us because of



being Jewish and also being Italian. So we hided in place in Athens. My
fathers friend lawyer. And we were there for period of six months.

And in March 44

You were hidingthat is there were sweeps out in the street and

people were

Well not sweeps in the street but there wereyou had to go to

register. All Jews had to go to register like they did in Salonika.

Did you register You didnt register.

No we did not register no. We were hiding. Andwell that

was muchthat was less strict or less rigid as it was in Salonika. Athens

was easier because maybe the was little different. So some

people did registerseveral people registered. But all of us who tried to

hide did not. And the family was spread out. was living with my father

and mother uncle and aunt. And my cousins were living somewhere else
because there was the myth of the time that if you are this way then they

dont catch all the family. This is true. But on the other hand
whenever things happened that they caught the father and mother the son or

the daughter would come to help them caught all the others. So it wasnt

very good idea. And also there were some drawbacks. Like for

instance this one in our case my cousin my two cousins were caught.

And the fellow that was hiding them told the Gestapo where we were hiding.

Because of course they were hiding they were being paid by my uncle. They

were contacts.

Did you also pay the people where you were hiding

Yes definitely yeah. And then one night about 1100 1130 it was

March 2ndno March the 1st or something like thatthey came like 1130.

And they caught us then. We were hiding in the room. They didnt even let

me dress up. With my robe went to the camp. __________
the camp. It

was an office that they had in Athens which was the interrogation center.

We stayed there for couple of days. They called me to offer me freedom

if were to tell them where other families were hiding cause this was

always trick they used to do. Of course told them didnt know any

place. Then they started beating me. Then they thought was speaking

German and was hiding that. And told them didnt know German which

was true didnt know it. Anyway theyI was bleeding when went back

to the bathroom where they kept usall five of us.

So you were just captured with small group of people

Yeah. With my father my mother and my uncle and my aunt.

see.

All five all five. They put us in long bathroom thats all. To

stay there all that night until the night and that night they beat me up
to interrogate me. And thats when they came inside. was bleeding and



all that.

At this time you were 20 years old then

Eighteen yeah. Yeah was born 23.

Yeah.

Youre right20. was thinking about when the war startedyoure
right. So was 20 years. Then they moved us from there to

concentration camp in the neighborhood of Athens or the city. Its called

_____________ We stayed there for period of month or so. Women were

separated by men but was with my father and my mother was in another

camp. And then on April they took us from there to put in trains and

they shipped us to Auschwitz.

Did you know where you were going

No. Well we knew that we were going to Poland. But we didnt know

any detail.

During say from 39 to 43 or even say from 41 when theyd
already started taking Jews in Eastern Europe were the Jews in Greece

aware of what was going on

No. As matter of fact there were radio stations like the BBC with
all the BBC which would announce the trains of death leaving _________
with the Jews. And all of us thought that all of that was propaganda. How

couldwhat are they talking about But in fact Ill tell you another

thing which is very interesting is that _________ trains. When we went in

the concentration camp in Auschwitz the first time was confronted with

this news about gassing the crematoria thought the fellow who was

telling me that lost his mind. So called friend of mine to come listen

to this guy how hed lost his mind. He was telling us that you will hear

childrens voices women shouting and all that because they were gassed.
And thought the guy was flipped.

This was after you were there

This is after was there month. Well the circumstances of this

were we arrived there

How long did you take on the train

The 11th. Well days. About April 11th in the camp.

And during the time when the train You were in

Well the cattle train yes. We were pressed like sardines. dont
know. Many people were dead. They had big bell for your needs. And it

was horrible mess. Fortunately Its very difficult to describe

if you dont You have to be very good to describe it know well



English to be able to describe what you saw. Or any language. cannot

describe it anyway. Its very difficult. But anyway

Was your family in like the same car that you were in

Yes yes.

So that everyone that was taken with you were still together.

That is correct we were still together. They gave us some packages

from the Bluethe Red Cross remember. That was ita small

package of food. cannot tell you if the train we were hungry. We were

still with all our fat from our regular lives. But there were moments when

we were very thirsty. And those trains didnt open for us. They didnt

open forwhen we arrived there the selection started of course.

They separated the men and the women and old people. Of course people who

thought that the old people were going to have much easier life pretended

they were sick or older so they would go with the old people. In fact one

fellow remember very well. can see him right now. He was pretending
he was limp. So the Germans put him with the old people. And he turned

around and said fixed it up. Probably one hour later he was being

gassed. know that because later went that was

working there. So there was selection. And then they put us in

___________
which was in the quarantine area. That quarantine period is

________ period because you did not have regular job in the sense that

you knew you would get up at 400 or 500 and then go work and come back at

500. They would wake you up at any time of day or night3OO out for

half an hour come back. Then two hours again for work.

It was quarantine because they had some suspicion that maybe you
would bringor thats just what they called it

Because of systemthats all. The system was for 40 days or

weeks youd stay separated from the _________ in the sense you would not

mingle with other people. think it was just one of those fantasies that

the Germans had once in awhile that you could not explain. It was not

necessary really because we were not coming from contaminated or

anything.

mean you didnt have job function in the

No. In the camp you didnt have job function. But you had this

sudden needs for work which were supplied by this counting area. And that

was horrible because you were never You could never set your mind

that Now Im going to rest because the moment you would go to rest and

sleep they would come and pick you up.

Was there any organization among the prisoners in the quarantine

No.

So everyone was the same. And someone would come from outside to get



you when it was time to work

Thats right. Well there was organization in the sense that you had

the block _________ yes. But thats all. There was no other _______
There was no work you see. There was not an organized system whereby you

could say Well hes the secretary etcetera. It was

What kind of things were you woken up to do

Ill tell you. One night they woke us up at oclock and we had to

goit was calledwe had to go and move two guardwhat do you call it
What The guard stations.

Towers. Towers right

Two guard towers from one place about mile awaywe had to carry

them. And after we did it back. The next time we had to go and clean up

the road of the mud because the trucks could go through. Things like that.

And it was rough because again because feel that we didnt know about

it we didnt know what to expect and suddenly it wasit was sudden
thats why.

And like what were the conditions What kind of clothes were you

given and what kind of food

Oh the clothes we were getting were the same clothes thatyou know

about the concentration camp The striped type of uniform which you get

after you go to the __________ which was the Well didnt give

you detail. You come in and then they go you go to the bath its
calleda real bath this time. You go there and the waters either hot or

cold it doesnt make any difference. They give you piece of soap to

wash with and thats it. And then you go and they pick upyou leave

all your stuffeverything that belongs to you.

Did you have property Did you take with youwhen you were

captured did they allow you to take things

Yeah oh yeah.

So you had like suitcase

Yeahall that. You didnt touch it because you left it there at the

train. And they took all your clothes completely. They shave youall
over. And then they give you their clothes the clothes being one coat

without ________ or without the sleeve or shoes two different numbers.

You know. It was all on purpose made in such way that they would lower

your morale mean continually. As matter of fact after that when

everybody put whatever they put on them it was hardly you could

hardly recognize people that you knew. Youd say Are you soandso
Yeah. My God. So then they put us in the quarantine and then we

stayed there forwhat did say ForI think it was four weeks or

six weeksI dont know. And then one day we heard that they were going to



come and pick us up for work they were going to select the people to pick

up for work. And that day had fever.

And up until this time you had no real communication with other people

in the camp

No no. And then we heard there would be work theyd come to pick us

up. And that day as said had fever. And was afraid _________
because thought that the German would see me he would not take me for

work. But he came and he didnt know this and they put me to work. We

were all completely naked until theyd select us. They picked us up most

of us for work. We asked What work Oh just to transport dead

people. So we were kind of _________________ because we were not used to

thinking like that. But they said So what We will move dead peopleso
what So we went there we went out and then they brought us inside the

__________the real concentration camp which was outside the quarantine

you see. Lager De called
________

Alright. Lager De was the quarantine.

No no.

Lager De was where you

Regular yeah. But in Lager De there was block 15 which was the

block of the Sonderkoinmando. So we went there they put us in and they
closed the door.

And this was located near the

This was isolated from the camp. It was within the camp.

Right.

But other prisoners couldnt come in and visit and _______ or talk with

us even though we didbut it was not permitted. And it was the only

block which was closed. The doors were closed with bar or something.

It was the only one of the lagers

Of the lageryeah. There were different barracks.

Right.

Youve seen that. But Block 15 was not. It was different from the

point of view that you had toyou locked it. It was not accessible.

So went in. It was kind of suspicious to me of course. But we went

inside. They gave us food to eat. And the food in the lager was better

than the quarantine.

Better than it was under quarantine



Yeah. And while we were there met two or three other people who were

in the blockall the people who were already __________________ koinmando.

And among them was Frenchman who talked to me. And he started telling me

about the job. He said You are real lucky. You came to very bad job.
says What is the job that hes talking. He said Well its what

happens after they gas the people. said What do you mean by thatthey
gas the people He said Well people come Jews come they undress

they put them in big room where they gas them. And then the ________
commander untangles the corpse. And then some group upstairs burn the

people into the ovens and then smash the ashes. Then when he said that
called my friendwhos still alive hes in Los Angeles thank God. And

tell him come and listen to this guy. And then he repeated

the story and he looked at that child. He said Poor guy.

But he was there. He had done this work

Yes.

Okay. So he was

See when we entered the block we were the new ones in the block. But

there were other people

But there were already other people.

Yes. Other people were __________. Actually at that time they were

increasing the workforce of the Sonderkommando because they were going to

bring all the Hungarian Jews. Well think that night or the next night
they came and they asked for 15 people to work15 people 15 new people.

These are all people that had come with you from quarantine

Yes. That is right.

And this is your second day in the lager

Yes. And they took us then. We went first to Crematorium Number One
which we called it at that time. And they made us enter into huge room

full of clothes. They told us You can wear _____________________. You

couldnt understand what was going on. mean it was like beginning of

the truth but you could not believe it see

These were the clothes of people that had

Stacks of clothes.

Not uniforms but clothes from people.

No noclothes of people regular peopl__hi1dren5 clothes womens
clothes mens clothes. Then after we stayed there for three or four

minutes we crossed through over this pile of clothes. And on my right
there was big door the size of that door double or almost double



___________ And there was German with __________________________
smoked cigar. And the door. Showed us huge roomthe gas roomfull
of cadavers of course. Standing up because they were packed. They could

not fall down there was no room to fall down. Then they told us to start

workingto untangle the corpses. Of courseit seems of course unreal

to all of us or something. You could not believe you were in reality.

Well remember they gave us belts to put on the wrists so you could pull

it. As soon as put the belt on the wrist fell down and passed out.

The ___________ the oberthe _________ picked me up and he brought

me to little room that was close to where they undressed. He hid me.

This is Hes

Capo. Hes unter Well fuhrarbeiter its called.

Work foreman.

Yeahforeman. It was not yet the capo. The capo was above it.

see. Did he also work Was he

Yes.

He was under somebody but

But he was not yet he was not working anymore. He had graduated. He

was

Did he live where you lived In Block 15

Yes yes yes.

So you had encountered him before

Yes yes yes. Well _____ encountered him because there was not

enough time to meet all the people there but

How many people mean you were 15 new people.

Yes.

And then how many people were there when you got there

Oh there must have been 200 or more. Yes. Approximate. dont
know. Its an evaluation. You dont acknowledge the number.

And was this all the Sonderkommando for the whole camp These

were

No. No.

No. These were just the ones in the crematorium.



There were One and Twoyes.

Okay.

And then he hid me ______________. He said Look if the German

________ sees you he will kill you on the spot. So try to work. say
Im trying to work. But my knees were giving out. So went back. Same

thing four times that night. So he was very nice guy. Took me and put

me aside. And when everyone went into the camp that was just an exposure

they would have. Theyd let you work for half an hour one hour dont
know. Maybe two hours. Then you went back to lager. Then he put me there

for week to work inside sweeping the floor and cleaning. Then after

the week he said Im not going to just _____ the work. So went. This

time made it. Times would come where would eat sitting on cadavers

just eating you know Sowell this ______________ increased to where we

had about thousand people.

This is in the summer of 44 right

Right. Because there were people coming from Hungary. And they
hadwe did not go anymore to the lager to sleep we made small bedrooms
not bedrooms but sleeping areason top of the crematoria. And the same

thing with Crematorium Three and Four. So

Was thiswere you aware of whether this was the first time that they

operated like that mean that you didnt go back to Block 13 and you

stayed

Yeah it was the first time. other words they did that for awhile
you did sleep. And then suddenly they decided that they will completely
isolate us from the camp. So we would stay in the crematoria. So we

stayed there and we slept there. We couldnt go out at all in the lager.

And when you were there were the people that had been working in the

sondercommando before youthey also were there Or they were

No. They were going to the camp to sleep.

Okay.

But then after that after our presence in Auschwitz or in Birkenau
is that they made that modification where You sleep into the camps.

You stay there.

into the crematoria.

Okay. So all the thousand people then were there staying.

Well said there was totally thousand but there were many
eliminations. They would take three of us from here bring them to ______
and kill them there in the gas chambers. In Mauthausen for instance when
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we arrived
________ later we found out that the group of Auschwitz180

people from the Sonderkommando of Auschwitz and Birkenauwere cremated

there in Mauthausen. It was the last crop. So we worked.

So you were living and working in the crematorium.

Thats right.

And how many were you that were therehow many people

Oh think in the Crematorium One and Two lets seemaybe 300

people200 300 people. Something like that. Lets see am right
dont know dont knowits amazing no

mean was it set up with bunks like

Yes yes.

Just like it was in the lager mean many people together sleeping

Yes. But dont recallmany things are faded you know

Oh sure. So what was your day like from this time

Well sometimes there were two shifts or three shifts. It was two

shifts really when ___________. So worked during the day or worked in

the night. Sometimes we were both. Depended on how much work there was.

But your day was working. And when you finished working you wanted to

sleep because it was very intense life because you were not only

workinglike to dig somethingyou were seeing people dead. Before

alive and then dead. You had encounters with people who asked questions

sometimes when the Germans would not see you or them.

So you were in place where you saw the people when they came in and

they were alive

Yes. Yes sometimes they would put us there. And if they would ask us

questions. Theyd say You dont answer questions. You dont talk to the

people. But they would put us there to show them that in the camp

everybody is alive. Like when we came to the camp many prisoners were

around there. Well you say well its airight. That prisonerso
its okay. And then But people would ask you questions. Oh many

people knew what was going on. had doctor who knew he was going to be

gassed and he asked if could send something to his motherhis diploma.

told him okay Id do that. How can send diploma He couldnt

thinkI mean of course. He knew he was going to be gassed. But there

was no reaction. understand that too. See the system of the Germans
Im sorry.

Well Im justwhen the people came into the area of the gas
chamber the crematorium they were told that they were going to take

shower and
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shower right.

And they took their clothes off.

They hadall around the area they had books with numbers. And

sometimes the Germans would tell them ___________ had to remember the

number where they put their things. And then they would put the women and

then the men. And thenwell at that time they were putting the women

into the gas room you were not allowed. Later yeslater. But at the

moment they were going there you were not allowed. The Germans would not

allowthe Germans wouldnt letthe German would close the door and once

closed the door there were two other Germans _________ in the upper level

because this was underground.

The gas chamber

The gas chamber. And the
___________

where they were undressing.

And the men were separated from the women

Yeah.

No one could see what was happening to the other

Oh yes yes. After they went intosee the menlets see. dont
remember now. Its incredible but dont remember if its first the men

or the women. think first it was the women. Anyway the women go first.

And then you would see that the room the gas room was halffilled see
Then too put the men. So the first men would be encountering naked women
and vice versa.

Right.

They would go there and then after sometimes the transport was big

transport. They would leave the children outside and take the children

and throw themtwo Germans one in front of the doorand throw the little

children on top of the other people in the gas room. And then theyd close

the door. Then ________ they would go upstairs on the level floor and

then drop the Zykion bagthe gas. There were twohow do you call it
covers if you want to call itof cement. They would remove the covers
throw the sack in there with masks that they had then they would replace
it back again. __________________________four exhausts like that or four

tubes ___________. And thats it. _________________ that the death

would occur in about ten minutes. Then they would start the ventilation so

that the Sonderkommando would be able to go in and start untangling the

dead. And then the process of cremation and all that. And sometimes there

were small transports. They didnt want to use the Zykion bag or the room.

So if they had to make the separation they separated the big gas room in

twotwo--thirds or onethird. And if there was small transport they

would put the small transport in the first room lock it and then the next

one theyd put in the second room and then clean it upwhenever the time

came. So if you had small transport wed use the first room. Then if
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there was nothingno more transport for awhilethen youd take the first

room clean it up. Then wed get the gas room ready. perfect factory.

And then so youwhen the people were dead your work was to come in

and untangle them.

Untangle them. Other people were cutting their hair.

This is after theyre dead

After theyre dead yes. Always Ive _________ what Ive seen it was

always after they were dead. People were taking the hair people would

take the teethgold teeth. And then the other people upstairsthis was

the _________ againwhere the office were were __________. People would

put the cadavers in the oven.

Okay.

For cremation yeah.

So and these wereI mean people were on the Sonderkommando were

somewhat specialized. And you would doyour job was to do the same thing

all the time or

Yes yes yes. For instance never had given the task of putting

people in the oven. My job was to untangle deaththe dead. And its
unfortunate to say there is technique of that and you learn after

awhile because you may spend hours sometimes with people and its very

difficult. And you acquire expertise.

Urn hmm. Soand everyone got specialized in

In his own

what he was doing.

Yes yes yes.

And this was all men.

Yes.

On the Sonderkommandoall men.

All men all menright.

And while you wereyou worked starting from May

Well April. Well noyoure right Maybecause had quarantine.

May to January 18th. Well January 18th we left.

So you were there during the time of the
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The Russian

Right. Can you tell me something aboutwere you aware ofduring this

time were you in contact with anyone outside the

No no no. None of us was except except for the capoovercapo
Kaminsky who was in Crematorium One and Two. He would go back and forth
because he was free to walk. That guy was free to go around Birkenau.

thought it was Birkenau and Auschwitz but it is not so. learned that

from _________. ____________
said it was not truethat Kaminsky could

circulate in Birkenau but not in Auschwitz. But anyway Kaminsky was one

who had the contacts bring dynamite and things like that.

He was capo over the Sonderkommando

Yes yes yes yes.

So during the time when you were doing your job and other people were

doing what they were doing he was what

He was an overcapo.

Supervisingpushing you around.

He was the master. He was more than supervisor he was omnipotent.

mean these peoplepeople who were where __________ like overcapos

capos fuhrarbeiters they werehad very very great power then. And

Kaminsky would kill just to show good will or whatever to the Germans. On

the other hands he helped the revolution. Again he was shot by the

Germans in the __________. Two Germans came to pick him up and they shot

him in the ________ because they wanted to find out how he got the

dynamite and he wouldnt say.

So he was free to move outside the

Outside the Crematorium One andCrematorium One and Two were ________
separated by each other but they were closed with fence.

And isolated.

And the door was locked. And there was camoflauge all around so you
couldnt see from outside inside. So they were isolated ________ but they

were very close. And Kaminsky could circulate back and forth there. He

could go to the lager de without any guard.

Right.

So people like that had contacts. We had an officer of the Greek army
who was Jewish. His name was Joseph ______________that was ____________
think. He was colonel. And he in way organized small group of us

within the concentration camp within the Sonderkommando.
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Were most of the Sonderkommando from the transport that you came on
by this time

Yes.

Most of them were Greeks

Right right correct. But remember the majority of the

Sonderkommando was alwaysmostly were Polish mostly.

And at that time also say in the 300 or so people they were mostly

Poles and then the Russians.

Yes yes yes. And among the one or two you mean

Well

Half and half would say. Half were Polish and Russiansmostly
Polish some Russians.

And Jews.

And Jews.

PolishI mean were there nonJewish Poles

No no.

They were all Jews from Poland and Russia.

But the Russians were not.

The Russians werent Jews.

They were not Jews. They were punished because they wanted to escape

or somethingI dont know. One of them remember tried to take an

airplane without knowing how to use it in order to escape he was caught

and put in concentration camp in the Sonderkommandoas punishment.

And well this Greek colonel organized some of us theresmall tasks like

we said Where shall we startt We _____________________ to do and _____
__________ before he gets out from the building.

When was this When did

That was summer of 1944June July something like that.

So it was awhile beforeI mean so you talked about this. Was it

onlyI mean was everyone aware that something was being planned

Oh no no no no. No it was as matter of fact kept quite

secret because they didnt want tothey were scared to divulge the news.

And unfortunately the way know it they may not be right. The way
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know it is that the day that you were ready tonot _______the day we did

not expect it is the time for the revolution the signal was fire in the

Crematorium Number Four. When you see smoke coming from Crematorium Four
it means the beginning of the attack or whatever you should do.

Right. And it happened this way except the fire or the smoke was

smoke coming from mattress that Hungarian prisoner lighted because he

lost his mindhe didnt know anything about the signal or anything.

Um hrnm. And this was in the summer.

In the summer.

But the timingIm just uh

thinkI dont know if it was July or

Okay. But it was way before October say

Oh yes yes yes yes.

Okay. So up until that time no one had told you that this was going

to happen or

YesI knew that. knew that the signal was smoke in Crematorium

Four.

Alright.

And we had to put the best we couldfind the best equipment that we

could. And this guy __________ and myself had to go down and hit all the

Urn huim. So that was going to be what your function was during the

Right right. Thats what we knew from the Greekthe
___________

Right. And this was already in July or August sometime

Yes.

Soitwas

Well think it was before that.

Okay.

And one Friday we were all ready to startto have started at

oclock. And we heard the signal was no go because big train came
huge train came with tremendous number of the German

police forcefull of it with transport of course. So it was off

because it would have met lots of resistance.
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Did you know pretty much how manywhat the force of the Germans was in

the camp that you were going to be dealing with

Oh in the camp. Not that much except we knew that for instance the

guards in our groupthey would come and change the guardsthere were

about 24 something like that. And we knew at that field there was some

moreabout 50. dont know exactly how many. But we did not know. The

people who were running the revolution did know because there were people
like Kaminsky who could go and find outtalk to peoplebecause they trust

him. So the idea was to hit the guards take the weapons and hope that

you can hold the camp for two days because thensome said that they had

promise from the guerillas the Polish guerillas to come and help us. But

dont think that was true.

You dont think that even they promised.

No.

You think this

think this was an attempt desperate attempt to fight with very
little hope. And in fact we didnt do it. We floppeda big flop.

But the people that were organizing you

Yeah.

told you that If we can hold out for two days the Polish

underground will come and rescue us

Oh yes yes yes yes yes yes yes.

To encourage you to

Yeah. thinkthats my interpretation. may be wrong.

Okay.

Anything may be wrong. tell you its impossible to predict with

that environment. It was very different __________

But at the time you believed

Exactlyyes yesthat the guerillas will help us help us. And when

it didnt work and they said Sometime next Friday. dont know why it

was Friday the best. There was some preference for Friday. And then next

Friday it was the fire started at the Crematorium Four. It was not giving
the signal that _________________ were going to startbut you all believed

so. And we rushed down to get the __________myself __________ and

myself. And he had run already was already outside the yard. Opened the

door locked the door again from the outside. And he was with him with his

whistle calling Germans and the SS. And in about less than 10 minutes
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two big trucks camelets see two think yeah. Two trucks came with

SS with machine guns dogs. And came into the crematorium in the yard.

We all were in our sleeping area and they called ___________ the guy who

hid me tothey called him and said tiTell the men to come down. He came

down he started calling us and nobody would go. _______________________
_____________ tell them to come. And finally we come. They counted us.

Lets see not so good. Anyway they count us then they

put us in small room which was used to burn clothes things like that.

It was what Maybe onefifth of this room here80 people. Thats _____

__________________ right. There were 80 people in the Crematorium One
something like 80 people in Crematorium Two and approximately 400 people
from Crematorium Two and ThreeThree and Four. At that time yeah. Well
they put us there in that little room and then Kremer came. Have you
heard about Joseph Kremer

Urn hmm.

The commandant. He counted us in his own little book. And he came

four times that dayday and night he came four times to count us. Then

the obershamfuhrerwe used to call politisch he came. He opened
the door. We were all packed and it was _________. He said You are the

responsible people for the ________________. You are the responsible people

to keep up good relations the ____________ of the obershamfuhrer. There

were two brothers. So one of them came front. They showed him the

bicycle which was torn. mean he had done it. So they started hitting
him with the cane on his head. And they killed him in front of us in

front of his brother. His brother was standing there. So they killed him

there on the spot. Now that scene was bad not because they killed

only for us. We knew we knew killing or them is no problem mean they

can dobut it was for us signal that we are destined to death. We wept.
We were many times destined to death. So the fact is that he was killed

there on the spot. And then they picked us outa few of us not all of

usto go and get all the dead people of the Sonderkommando in Crematorium

One because in Crematorium One they heard lots of shots. The shots that

they heard was from Crematorium Four. They saw us running down they saw

__________ leave the _________ and such calling for help. So they start

going out of the fences. When they started going out of the fences the

German guards start shooting them. But they thought that the guards were

already prisoners. Anyway they were all of themall our friends we

found them in the ________all of them dead. So they took us they called

us they picked out some of usabout 16 17I dont remember how manyto
take all these people from the field bring them to Crematorium One and

burn them in the crematorium Thats what happened that

night. And then see next day they took us to Crematorium One to continue

the work of cremation.

Of the Sonderkommando

Yes yesall those men yeah. Its amazing how memory fades. think

the event Ill tell you now was before thiswhat happened now. They were

looking for the dynamite. They found out in Auschwitz
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They were looking for the dynamitethis happened before they took you
into

Yes yes. They were looking for the dynamite and one morning

They knew there was dynamite because

Because it was missing from the dynamite in Auschwitz.

Okay.

Some girl who supplied the dynamite said dynamite was given to some of

the men and they came to find out where the dynamite was. And the officer

who asked about it was an obershamfuhrer __________. He was horrible

man.

But this was after the Sonderkonimando from crematorium one were

killed

Yes yes. And he came he said he wanted to know where the dynamite

was and he wanted to know in about one minute. Otherwisehe put his gun
in front here And he loaded this of course.

And then he told us to completely undress. After that nobody talked. We

completely undressed. We knew where the dynamite was and we had moved the

dynamite. And there was dynamite in Crematorium Two in one of the walls
one of the walls of bunk.

You say We knew. mean you knew and

did yeah.

And the other people that were

Well knew Russian fellow knew. Nicholai was his name and we put
it there. Now didnt put it there but knew they werebut verified

that because when went back to the crematorium later saw big hole.

But say the 80 people he was askinghe didnt know who was involved.

And nobody talked nobody outside or inside.

No nobody nobody talked. There it was not question of heroism it

was question about whats good about it. mean suppose you say you
were dead anyway. So nobody said anything about it. And then he said for

us to completely undress completely undress. And they were calling us
five at time inside the little room there in the back of the ovens. Now
we all assumed that they were killing us there with shot of some _______
because they did that alot. As matter of fact when our turn came
went there sure that that was it. And went over to my friend hugging

him like that. We went inside. And when we went inside everybody was

dressed up again. And it was just nervewrecking system think. Well
then they were giving us hell with gymnastics because they want to know
who was organizing the revolution and all that. Well then suddenly one
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day we heard that they were going to destroy the crematoriumand they

did.

The Nazis right.

Yeah. They stoppedthey destroyed Crematorium Four Three. And then

dont remember what happened to allwell know it was period of time

when they took from our groupwe were something like 200 300 peoplethey
took 180 people selection. They got us out they got the _______ from us.

And they took them to Auschwitz and then from Auschwitz to Mauthausen.

really know they went to Mauthausenwe learned later.

This was after the attempt at the revolt

After yes thats right.

And then afterso early on they took out these 180 and they sent

them out

After after.

After this.

Yeah afterwards yeah.

And then after that were there any more transports mean did

you-

We were left about 200 people in the Sonderkoinmando. And by

extraordinary luck most of the Greeks survived not because of strength

guarantee youbecause of luck good luck. They said it was because the

other people knew much more than we did. dont believe so. think its
matter of luck.

But did the death factories stop functioning to

Stopped functioning. But Ill tell you what happened. They wanted to

gas usthe people who were left. There was only about 200 people. So

what they did they took 10 people from the lager day. And they took

them out to use the ovens. They brought them back down. __________
about the ________ but there was no gas anymore. So we were in lager de

now in our Block 15 back. So they took fifteen people. They taught them

how to use thewe learned that from somebody in the politische _______

____________ or whatever.

Alright. But up until this time you attempted the revolt

It didnt succeed.

It didnt succeed and they took away 180.

Yeah.
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And they were interrogating people about where the dynamite was and

everything.

Oh yeah.

But there was no more gassing during this time.

No. During the revolt 400 people of the Sonderkommando were shot on

the spot in crematorium four because they also tried to escape. And then

they stopped them. And then the commandantI think it was ______________
at the timeput them all facing down. Fourhundred people they shot them

____________ So thats the Sonderkommando that they caught that they

killed yeah.

But the otherlike the Hungarians were still coming in.

No no. They werentits finished its finished.

Its finished airight. Was itdid it stop becauseor there werent

any transports anyway

No there were not. There were no transports anymore. It was liketo
us it was like signal which might be wrong but they stopped gassing all

over. It was not true thats what we thought. Anyway we thought it was

finished that the war is at the end and that theyre scared theyre not

going to gas anymore.

So mean did the men in the Sonderkommandowas it part of the

motivation for getting willing to try revolt that you

No.

that you thought you were going to be gassed

No no no no no. No. The motivationwell the motivation for the

Sonderkommandos revolution is very simple we were never expected to

leave because their method was such that every once in awhile to take

Sonderkommando people make transport and disappear them. So we knew

thatand the fact that they had us isolated from the camp which was an

obvious reason why they would not let us leaveso for us to be into

revolt condition it was simple because you didnt have anything to lose
anyway. So the fact is that they finished there in Auschwitz. There was

no question about it that they wanted to eliminate us so they would clear

all the traces there. And the other 15 would have been killed by the

Germansthe Germans would take care of them. Well the fact is that we
learned about this by 15 peoplethe people who were trained to use the

ovens. And at that period between the 16th 17th and 18th of January
the camp was like big mess.

So then

So the camp was in tremendous disorder because we could hear the
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Russian cannons on so far away of course. Soand every once in awhile

there was small transport leaving Auschwitz. They were bringing the

people from our area so they would not findthe Russians wouldnt find.

And the disorder was tremendous. So at that time one morning they had

general appel all the camp. And they start calling the numbers15
numbers of the people they taught how to use the ovens so they would stay
there with us. Nobody was therehad already gone. Well understand
that they were told by somebody else in our block Go if you can because

if you stay they are going to kill uskill you. They did because it

was easy to go because there were no numbers or anything there was

tremendous disorder at that time.

This is when they were organizing the marches out of Auschwitz

Right. So they left. And when the Germans start calling these

numbers nobody appeared. In the meantime at that moment somebody came

with motorcyclea Germanand he said something to the commandant. And
again there was lots of commotion and immediately it was ordered for all

the camp to get out and to leave Auschwitz in lines of 5. We went and

picked up our stuff we got into the lines there and mingled with other

people because this is the only way that you would disappear. And we

left. We left went to Buna. And from there they took usthe next day
think. dont remember but it was great day. And it was the march

for think days. dont remember anymore. Then we had open trains.

And then you went finally clear out ________ Mauthausen. And then

______ Mauthausen three days open air And then

they brought us to Ebensee in Austria. And they ________ us there for

period of one month or so. Every night German and two interpreters would

come in in the sleeping area turn the lights on and ask out whoever

worked in the Sonderkommando in Auschwitz Of course

nobody said anything.

Nobody answered. And they didntI mean like they didnt have

records of your numbers and they didnt

They did apparently have the records. We learned that one of the

Germans who was bringing all the records was captured by the Russians and

killed. Now thatsyou know how rumors exist even in regular life

Din hnim.

In the camp it was rumor after rumor. Is this true or not dont
know. It might have been an invention of somebodys imagination______

But they had to come and ask so
Yes.

so they knew basically that the people from Auschwitz were in

Ebensee but they didnt know who.

They didnt know. And they would come __________ every single night
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practically every single nightto ask. had bunk with French doctor
and every time they would come would hold his feet. But they didnt find

out. And then we stayed in Ebensee. worked in the tunnels and had

flagmulsen on my feet.

Had what

Flagmulsen. The feet swell from puss inside them. Well this came

from the march because the marchwe had blisters the blisters all the

puss was inside your leg and then the leg starts swelling the swelling

gets bluish like
_______

blue. Well the fact that worked at Ebensee

one day the German _________ the head of the groups saw that so he send

me to the hospital. went to the hospital and then came back again
and then again to the hospital. And that is where was liberated. Now
want to tell you _________. When was in the hospital we were sleeping

four people in cot. Dont think its possiblepeople dont think its
possible but it is possible. And they had ___________ sick and one of

them of these four people was the Greek officer was telling you who

was partorganizers of the group. He died of tuberculosis the day that

the Americans arrived. Let me tell you why Im saying that. About year

ago received newspaper from Athens from the Jewish community where

they were talking about him. And they said that the way that he died the

way that he died was singing heroically the Greek national anthem during

the revolution.

Oh at Auschwitz

Yes. And this triggered something in my mind. mean if now we are

searching consistenciesand it is not somethingnobody was lying. It was

somebody who said something and then he embellished little bit or he

thought it was like that because you think many things that you think they

were in certain way. They may not have been exactly like this. You may
think now Was it like that or was it not For instance Ill tell you

went to see Shoah and they were talking about Crematorium Five. never

remember Crematorium Five. dont think there was any. But found

out alrightI heard that somewhere before saw ShoahI saw Shoah and

found out what it was the Crematorium One first was in Auschwitz. The

the crematorium was destroyed or not functional. Then they made the four

other crematoria in __________ they were One Two Three Four. But
see when they said Five start thinking Well maybe there was five.
But there wasnt five.

No no.

So lots of tricks of memory thatbut this event of Joe dying in my
bedit was in my bed there. And then from the news release in the

magazine of the Jewish community in Athens was shock. And believe

there are many things like that which happened which we dont recollect

anymore. The only things thatthe trouble was that all this research

should have been done

Right away.
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Fortythree. Now its through. Many thingsits still okay but the

reason am sceptical about many things like that is because dont
believe the knowledge of atrocities or holocaust conditionsI dont
believe that the knowledge prevents holocaust the knowledge. We know

peopleI dont know what does it. dont know the solution yet. think

know the solution but dont think its solution. think

traditiontraditions big problem. And we are all attached to

tradition. Religions big factor think. Not because of Jesus and the

Jewsnot because ofany religion. You are impressing tremendously the

difference between and and thats it. And if you have that can

tell you atrocities. saw with my eyes German officer with baby
three months dont know what it was four monthsshooting him in the

eye and then in the ear. And the baby was moving still in his hand. And
once more he dropped it on the cement. Now if tell you that does that

make you lets say different from what you were before No dont
think so. If you have ifgiven certain conditions the atrocity will

occur under the conditions now that we have now. The only way think

to prevent thisprevent atrocitiesis to eliminate things that are very
dear in our heart the distinction we have from other people. You are

calledyour name is Newburg my name is Bennahmias and my family was like

that your family was like that. come from Jewish background you come

from Christian background. And love Jesus Christ love
__________

whatever. And once you have that believe there is no solution. Because

we have seen that education has not done it. Germans were very well
educated. We had professors of anthropology at the university in Berlin

asking for skulls from Jewish prisoners. And they want to know before and

after deathhe gives the dimensions. Thats professor of anthropology

at the University of Berlin. Dr. Rascher running experiments on high
temperature or lowtemperature behavior with guinea pigshuman beings
animals. Soand these people they have refined atrocities. And

believe the next generation or whenever they will have even more refined

because they will know thisGestapo techniques.

Right. So you were in Ebensee guess from Januarywell from

February on.

From February to May 8th.

May 8th And then the Americans came. And

Yeah. Patton came and then was liberated. was liberated and at

the time of the liberation was borderlinealmost think will lose my

mind because was at the hospital told youI would not move my head

fast because felt will lose much energy if do that because energy
doesnt changeif move fast or slow it doesnt make any difference.

But was very weak extremely weak. It would take me about 15 minutes to

go from here to the door. But left the camp after two weeks and was

one of the first ones who left __________

How did you get from Austria to Athens

PlanesAmerican planes _____________. And went to Athens. And
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had to learn how to run because couldnt runI didnt have the strength
to run. So had to go hold my __________

and run with it slowly. And the

other friend of mine would go with him and have lunch every day. And at

the end of the lunch would take bread and put it in my pocket. And hed
say What are you doing couldnt leave without that bread.

Was there any of your family that went with you that survived

No.

No. So everyone died.

Well one of my cousins is alive yeah.

But your parents were taken with you right at the beginning.

Yes they were dead on the same time that __________________ after two

hours.

Did you know that You didnt know that when you went into

quar ant me

No no no didnt. ________________ would not believe it.

would not believe it tell you would not believe it. But when went

to camp when went to Sonderkommando then realized what happened.
You know the first man who came from the concentration camp in Salonika
his name was Bakti Greek fellowhe related told the events of the

concentration camp the crematoria the gas room. Do you know where he

ended up He ended up in state hospital for two weeks because the

Jewish community didnt believe in that. It couldnt behe lost his

mind. So they put him there. And after two weeks other people came
because he was the first one to arrive in Salonika.

He came from

From the concentration camp.

Which concentration camp

One of

Oh one of the ones in Greece.

No not in Greece no. He _____________ Germany. He flew to-

Oh after the warI see.

After the war he was the first one who came from the German camps.

Oh and he tried to tell them what happened and

He told them he told them. So they locked him in state hospital for
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two weeks. But then other people start arriving and confirming his story.

And they took him out and gave big _______
and apologized _______

couldnt believe it.

Did anyone ask you specifically what happened to you

Sure yes yes of courseno question about that. We had lots of

discussions about this matter. Many people talked. And its very

difficult if you have lived in civilized surroundingswhen say

civilized under certain conditions civilizedyou dontyou cannot

conceive things like that. You cannot understand that this kind of

have happened. But human beings are beasts. We are beasts. And given
certain conditions we will unlease that. And believeyou too mean.

It has to be certain conditions. And that set of conditions it would

not always trigger you and me but there are some conditions which are

milder which would not trigger you but who would trigger somebody whos
chauvenist like German of the time. But think under given

conditions proper conditions you will do it unfortunately. dont know

to what extent of course Im not saying we are going to do exactly the

same thing. But we are civilized because believe its easy to be

civilized here. Civilization for me is when you are under stress. Then

show me civilization then Ill say fine Im not saying

there were not peoplethere were some people very few who in my way of

judging they were exceptional people thats what call heroes. In my

opinion the only ones. Because they were able to overcome that

animalistic approach and be above it. Who were they mean remember

only one only one. And thats it.

This is in the camp

Yeah. And these people are driven by tremendous strong feelings of

selfrespect think. And didnt find many of this. Including

____________________ and ___________ remember. You try to be civilized
when it is easy. And you are civilized when it is easy you are very nice

to children very nice to people. When _______________ sure easy. But

if you want definitely if you really aspire to that apple you dont get
it under conditions. Its true. So that is the story.

When did you leave Athens and come to

Oh well was in Athens in 45 and lived there until 51.
worked for the Israeli consulate in Athens as secretary for couple of

years thinktwo or three years. And then got married. My wife used

to come here on study scholarship that she had to Wisconsin. And she

came back and shewe got married. She started ___________ to come to the

United States. didnt want to frankly.

So when you were back in Greece you were back you felt thatyou
said before that the people of Athens behaved better say than in Salonika

than the nonJewish people.

They did no question.
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So you felt whatcomfortable there or

Oh felt comfortable there in Athens yes. The Greeks the Greeks

have peculiar nationality they have morelots of ____________. They

may blow their stack and then after that they will offer you glass of

wine. See they are more or less ________ people in way. They are

emotional but very muchand from the point of view of behavior with the

Jews Ill say in Athens they were cooperative. Salonika not that much
not that much. would say in Salonika they were not cooperative but in

Athens they were. So lived there and was comfortable with the Nazis
theres no question about thatwith the Greeks mean. And then in 51
like said married my wife and we came here to the United States.

came here in Oakland. worked for Montgomery Ward for year or so in the

warehouse. Then said have to go to college. Go ahead. So went

ahead and got degree in chemistry in Berkeley. And worked as chemist

for about 23 years. And then changed six years ago. was in the

eyeglass business because one of my uncles passed away and my aunt asked

me if would join her into this businessshe wanted to keep it. So

decided to do it just ________________. Because _____________maybe
should have done it ______________. So did it and thats where am

now. Two childrenone is physicist the other one is geneticist. My

son works at TRW. Well now he works at Lockheadhes moved. And my

daughters working at the __________ Institute in Stanford. Shes married
shell have baby ________. My wife passed away when wasmaybe _____
ago from cancer. didnt get married again. Thats it.

Do youyou said before that you think that as long as were different

you know that there is distinctions that theres potential for committing

atrocities against whoever is different from you will happen. Have youI
mean did you raise your children to think of themselves as different

mean do they know theyre Jewish and

Well they know theyre Jewish but very very small emphasis. Not that

say If do that the world will be better because that has to be in

association with other people. You dont do it this way. So thats why

they have the feeling of being Jewish yes. But to me this is already the

first sin of human being. When hear for instance you have to be

proud to be Jewish to me its sin because when somebody tells me hes
proud to be Catholic say Why Why are you proud to be Catholic What

is it to be proud of it There is nothing to be proud because if you are

proud it means that you are better than right It has to be. Why are

you proud It means that you are different than him and you are even

better than himthats why youre proud. And for me thats where you make

the beginning of the sin. Now if say Im Jewish with the same intensity

that you are Catholic and understand you you understand me we are

just lets say talking about Godyour God my Godfine. Up to that

point agree. But you dont act this way. Go now to the synagogue

Saturday wherever and youll hear the rabbi You should be proud to be

Jewish. And nobody remarks to that Why not On the contrary theyre

______ easily. They are proud to be Jewish but am not. Like wouldnt
be proud to be Catholic or proud to be Moslem. And think this is the

problem this has been the problem. And the solutionI feel that this is
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the solution. But it is not an easy solution in fact maybe its never

solution because nobody gives up these things that he likes. We like

traditions we like those things. And thats Im afraid where the

problem is. And you can live many many years without problems but if

conditions are ripe somebody will say Well you convert to Islam because

its the best. ______________. And everybodys own theory why its the

best. Now we say an eye for an eye. Come the Christians say Well
this is very primitive type of approachnot an eye for an eye turn the

other cheek. And then you showI mean its very ________ its logical.

Are we right dont think we are. So dont know. Thats why Im
pessimist really. dont believe anything will come that will eliminate

thatunless unless people come to the conclusion that this is the origin

of our problems these distinctions lets see if we can eliminate them
make peoplewell you can have distinctions of family without without

intruding into the personalities of other people like when you say Im
proud Im proud of my father. Yes okay my father was good to me
etcetera. But Ill give you the same chance to be proud of your father
because its different father. But when say religion Im talking

about group of people Im not talking about one person. And thats
different because am not familiar with your religion and when you tell

me youre proud of it you are putting my religion downyou are isnt it

Well Im not sure. In society like the United States where its

Oh yes hell leave and respect everything because its very easy to

respect. But McCarthy came here for awhileyou remember the period of

McCarthy That was scarey period. Now it was very small scale very

very small scale. agree but people were hurt by McCarthy. remember

some professors at Berkeley who were put the stigma of being enemies of the

state. My God these people were so honest people and so straightforward

people and you were putting on the stigma of enemies of the state. If you

could have gone little further with it in jail this guywho knows
So dont know. We will see. Well you will see wont see.

Maybe my children will.

Yeah probably your children. Well________ the Germans come up with

the atomic bomb or the hydrogen bombfinished. Where would you be or

where would be ___________. Its matter of luck. We were the ones

who found it because we got it it would have been horrible. think all

the world would be working for the Germansenslaved. Then thered have

been thousandyear Reich. So well

Well thank you.
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Q. TELL ME YOUR NAME AND WHERE AND WHEN YOU WERE

BORN

A. My name is Daniel Bennahmias. was born in

Salonika Greece in 1923.

Q. WHAT WAS YOUR LIFE LIKE AND WHAT DID YOUR FAMILY DO

FOR

A. We were middle class _____________ and we

maintained the Italian citizenship in Greece. So

even though we werent bornthere my grandfather

my mother and everybody we were born in Greece we

maintained Italian citizenship and when Mussolini

was in power of course we had to go to Italian

school and in fact

Q. IN SALONIKA

A. In Salonika finished actually Italian school

Italian High School and then the war started and we

were for period of one year or two years we were

all right because we were the Germans did not

press in regard to measures that they did to the

Jews.

Q. THIS IS EVEN AFTER THEY HAD OCCUPIED
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A. After yes. And for period from 41 to 43 there

was no measures against the Jews taken. In 1943 it

started. However because we carried the Italian

citizenship my family myself were not protected

so the way it happened is that we left for Athens

and we stayed in Athens until Mussolini or Italy

capitulated.

Q. SO UNTIL THAT TIME

A. Until that time we didnt have any problem because

we were protected by the Italian counsel and

Q. AND WERE ROUNDUPS OF GREEK CITIZENS

A. Certainly there were several during that period of

43 actually it was the peak. And in fact this

was the end the end was when we left Salonika for

Athens because we found it safer and because Athens

was occupied by the Italians at the time. But then

1943 at the end of 43 Italy fell or capitulated

and then we knew they were after us because of

being Jewish and also being Italian so we hide in

place in Athens my fathers friend lawyer

and we were there for period of six months. And

in March 44.

Q. BUT YOU WERE HIDING WERE THERE SWEEPS OUT IN THE

STREET AND PEOPLE WERE
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A. There were not sweeps in the street but there were

you had to go to register all Jews had to go to

register like they did in Salonika.

Q. BUT DID YOU GO REGISTER

A. No. We did not register. We were hiding and well

actually nothing because it was less strict or

less rigid as it was in Salonika Athens was

easier because maybe the population was little

different. So some people did register. Several

people registered but all of us who tried to hide

did not. The family was split up. was living

with my father and mother uncle and aunt and my

cousins were living somewhere else because there

was the myth at time that if you are this way then

they dont catch all the family. Its true but on

the other hand whenever things happen that they

caught the father and mother the son or daughter

would come to help them go together so wasnt

and also there were some drawbacks like in our

case where my cousin my two cousins were caught

and the fellow who was hiding them told the Gustapo

where we were hiding because they were being paid

by my uncle through contacts so when
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Q. DID YOU ALSO PAY THE PEOPLE WHERE YOU WERE HIDING

A. Yes. And then one night around 1130 March 1st

or something like that they came at night about

1130 they caught us there we were hiding in

the room they didnt even let me dress up or get

my robe in the cab. Not cab it was an office

they had in Athens which was the interrogation

center. We stayed there for couple of days.

They told me they offered me freedom if were to

tell them where other families were hiding because

this was always trick they used to do. Of course

told them didnt know any place and they

started beating me and thought was speaking

German and was hiding that and told them didnt

know German which was true didnt know it.

Anyways was bleeding when went back to the

bathroom where they kept us all five of us.

Q. SO YOU WERE CAPTURED WITH JUST SMALL GROUP OF

PEOPLE

A. Right. My father my mother and my uncle and my

aunt.

Q. SEE

A. Five. They put me in long bathroom thats all.

Stayed there all night during the night and

then that night they picked me up to interrogate me
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A. and thats when they came inside and was bleeding

and all that.

Q. AT THIS TIME YOU WERE 20 YEARS OLD

A. 18. Yea was born 23. And was

thinking about when the war started. Then they

moved us from there to concentration camp in the

neighborhood of Athens or the city of

called Hiradi. We stayed there for period of

month or so where we were separated by men but

was with my father and my mother was in another

camp. And then on April they took us from there

put in trains and shipped us to Auschwitz.

Q. DID YOU KNOW WHERE YOU WERE GOING

A. No. Well we did going to Poland but we didnt

know anything.

Q. IN SAY FROM 39 TO 43 OR EVEN SAY FROM 41 THEY

ALREADY STARTED TAKING JEWS IN EASTERN EUROPE.

WERE THE JEWS IN GREECE AWARE OF WHAT WAS GOING ON

A. No. As matter of fact the way the BBC it was

all the EBC which denounced the trains of death

believing that it was true and all of us thought

that all that was propaganda. How could what are

they talking about When in fact will tell you

another thing which was interesting is that

think it is very interesting we were in the
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A. concentration camp in Auschwitz the first time

was confronted with this news about gassing and

crematoria. thought the fellow who was telling

me that lost his mind. So called friend of

mine to come listen to this guy who had lost his

mind. He was telling us that you would hear

childrens voices screeming shouting and all that

because they were gassed and thought the guy was

flipped.

Q. AND THEN AFTER YOU WERE THERE

A. After was there month well the circumstances

of this. When arrived there.

Q. HOW LONG DID IT TAKE ON THE TRAIN

A. the 11th. Nine days We arrived there April 11th

in the camp.

Q. AND DURING THE TIME ON THE TRAIN YOU WERE IN

A. We were on cattle train. Pressed like sardines.

dont know how many people were there. They had

big bell for your needs and it was horrible

mess and fortunately it is very difficult to

describe if you dont you have to be very good at

describing there is no well English to be able to

describe what you saw or any language. cannot

describe in any language.
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Q. WAS YOUR FAMILY IN THE CAR YOU WERE IN

A. Yes.

Q. EVERYONE THAT WAS TAKEN WITH YOU WAS WITH YOU. YOU

WERE STILL TOGETHER

A. Yes. That is correct. We were still together.

They gave us some packages from the Red Cross

remember and that was it. small package of food.

And can say on the train we were hungry we were

still with all our fat from our regular life but

there were moments we were very thirsty and

those trains didnt open for us. When we

arrived there the selection started of course.

They separated men and women and old people. Of

course people who wanted to thought that the old

people were going to have much easier life

pretended they were sick or older so to go with the

old people but one fellow remember very well

can see right now he was pretending he was limp

so the Germans put him with the old people and he

turned around and said fixed them up. Probably

one hour later he was being gassed. know because

later went was working there so there

was the selection and then the put us in lagerday

which was in the quarantined area. That quarantine
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A. period is all the period because you did not have

regular job and you get up at or and then go

work and come back at to put you up at any

time day or night oclock out for half an hour

come back hours again for work.

Q. IT WAS QUARANTINE BECAUSE THERE WAS SOME

SUSPICION THAT MAYBE YOU WERE GOING TO THAT WAS

WHAT THEY CALLED IT

A. Because of the system thats all the system was

that for 40 days or weeks you would stay

separated from the larvia and were not familiar

with the people. figured it was just for one of

those fantasies that the Germans had that once in

while they didnt know to explain. Because not

necessarily but really we were not coming from

contaminated or anything.

Q. BUT YOU DIDNT HAVE JOB FUNCTION

A. No. In the camp you didnt have job function

but you had this certain needs for work which were

supplied by this quarantined area and that was

horrible because you were never you could never

sit down and rest because the moment you were going

to rest and sleep they would come and pick you up.
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Q. WAS THERE ANY ORGANIZATION AMONG THE PRISONERS IN

THE QUARANTINED AREA

A. No.

Q. NO EVERYONE WAS THE SAME AND SOMEONE WOULD COME

FROM OUTSIDE TO GET YOU WHEN IT WAS TIME TO WORK

A. Thats right. It was. There was organization.

There was organization on the block and

______________________ Yes. But thats all.

There was no other possible. There was no work.

You see there was not an organized system whereby

you could say well hes the secretary or

Q. WHAT KINDS OF WORK WHAT KINDS OF THINGS WERE YOU

WOKEN UP TO DO

A. will tell you one night they woke us up at

oclock. remember it very well thats why. We

had to go it was cold we had to go and move two

guard how you call them where the guard

stayed towers towers two guard towers from

one place about mile away. We had to carry them.

And after you did it back. Next time had to go

clear the road of the mud because the trucks

couldnt go through. Things like that. And it was

rough because again feel because we didnt know

what to expect and suddenly it was sudden thats

why.
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Q. AND WHAT WERE THE CONDITIONS WHAT KIND OF CLOTHES

WERE YOU GIVEN AND WHAT KIND OF FOOD

A. Oh the clothes we were getting were the same

clothes you know about the concentration camp

the stripped type of uniform which you get after

you go to the zanior which was the

tailor. You come in and then go to bath which was

what it was called the real bath this time.

You go there and the water is either hot or cold.

It doesnt make any difference give you piece

of soap to wash and thats it and then you go and

pick up you leave all your stuff everything that

belongs to you.

Q. DID YOU HAVE PROPERTY DID YOU TAKE WITH YOU FROM

WHEN YOU WERE CAPTURED DID THEY ALLOW YOU TO TAKE

THINGS LIKE SUITCASES

A. Oh yes. All that but you didnt touch it because

you left it near the train. And they took your

clothes completely. They shave you all over and

then they give you the clothes the clothes means

one coat without hem or without sleeve or shoes

different numbers you know it was all on purpose

to make situation to lower your morals mean

continually. As matter of fact after the bath
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A. everybody put whatever they put on then it was

hardly you could hardly recognize people that you

knew. Youd say are you so and so Yea. My God.

So then they put us in the quarantined and then we

stayed there for what Id say for think it

was weeks weeks dont know. And then one

day we heard that they were going to come pick us

up for work to select people to pick up for work.

That day had fever.

Q. UP UNTIL THIS TIME YOU HAD NO REAL COMMUNICATION

WITH OTHER PEOPLE IN THE

A. No. And then we heard there would be work come

pick us up. And then as said had fever and

was very very unhappy because thought the German

would see me and not take me for work but he came

and he didnt notice and put me to work we were

all completely naked that they would select us.

They picked us up most of us for work.

Q. YES WHAT WORK

A. Oh just to transport dead people. So we were kind

of loyal this way because well we were not here to

think things like that. So what we will move

dead people so what. So we went there and we went
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A. out and they took us inside the largar the real

concentration camp which was outside of quarantine.

Q. WHICH

A. Largar Day

Q. LARGAR DAY WAS THE QUARANTINE

A. No.

Q. LARGAR DAY WAS WHERE YOU LIVED

A. But the Largar day. There was block 15 which

was the block of the zone commander. So we were

there. They put us in and closed the door.

Q. AND THIS WAS LOCATED NEAR THE

A. This was isolated from the camp it was within the

camp but other people couldnt here and visit or

look or talk with us even though we did it was

not permitted and it was only barred which was

closed. The door closed with bar or something.

Q. WAS IT THE ONLY ONE OF THE

A. Of the largar yes. There were different barricks

you know you have to say that but ___________

was not it was different from the point of view

that you had to you locked it from behind so

within it was kind of suspicious to me of course

but we went inside. They gave us food to eat and

the food in the largar was better than the camp.
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Q. BETTER THAN IT WAS IN THE QUARANTINE

A. Yes. And while we were there met or other

people who were in the block old people who were

already zone commander and among them was

Frenchman. He talked and started telling me about

job. He said you are real lucky you it is

very bad job said what is the job Well he

said its what they after they gas the people.

said what do you mean by that they gas the

people He said well they come people come

Jews come they undress and put them in big room

where they gas them and then the zone commander

untangles the corpses and then some groups upstairs

bury the people into the ovens and then smash the

ashes. Then when he said that called my friend

who was still alive in those days thank God

and told him come and listen to this guy. And

then he repeated the story and he looked at the

child and said poor guy.

Q. BUT HE WAS THERE HE HAD DONE THIS WORK

A. Yes See where the block we were the new ones

on the block other people yes other people were

actually at that time they were increasing the

work force of the zone commander because they were
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A. going to bring all the Hungarian Jews while

think that night or the next night they came and

asked 15 people to work just 15 people 15 new

people.

Q. THESE WERE ALL PEOPLE THAT HAD COME WITH YOU FROM

QUARANTINE

A. Yes.

Q. AND THIS WAS THEIR FIRST OR SECOND DAY IN

A. Yes. We went first to crematorium which we

called it at the time. And they made us enter

huge room full of clothes they told us to wear

something from here. We couldnt understand what

was going on. It was like the beginning of the

truth but you could not believe it.

Q. THESE WERE CLOTHES OF PEOPLE WHO HAD

A. Stacks of clothes

Q. NOT UNIFORMS BUT CLOTHES

A. Clothes of people regular people childrens

clothes womens clothes mens clothes. Then

after we stayed there for 34 minutes we crossed

through all over this pile of clothes and on my

right there was big door the size of that door

doubled almost doubled shorter and there was

German with chauffeur at the corner smoking
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A. cigar and the door showed us huge room the gas

room full of cadavers standing up because they

were packed they were not they could not fall

down there was no room to fall down and they

told us to start work to untangle the corpses. Of

course it seemed of course unreal to all of us

for something you could not believe that you were

in reality well remember they gave us belts to

put on and on the wrists so you could pull as

soon as put the belt on the wrist fell down and

passed out. The overseer foralbagger picked me

up and threw me in little room which was close to

where they undressed he hit me.

Q. HE WAS GESTAPO

A. He was foralbagger whats called

Q. FOREMAN

A. Yea. Foreman it was not yet the the captain

was above it.

Q. DID HE ALSO WORK HE WAS ON THE

A. Yes. He was not working any more. He had

graduated

Q. DID HE LIVE WHERE YOU LIVED

A. Yes.
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Q. SO YOU HAD ENCOUNTERED HIM BEFORE

A. Yes. Yes. encountered him because there was

not enough time to meet the old people there.

Q. HOW MANY PEOPLE LIKE YOU WERE 15 NEW PEOPLE AND

THEN HOW MANY PEOPLE WERE THERE WHEN YOU GOT THERE

A. Oh there must have been 200 or more. Yes. High

prospect dont know it was like you dont

acknowledge from numbers.

Q. AND WAS THIS ALL THE ZONE COMMANDO FOR THE WHOLE

CAMP

A. No. No.

Q. JUST THE ONE CREMATORIUM

A. Crematorium and 2. And then he hit me he

slapped me. He said look if the German overseer

sees you he will kill you on the spot so try to

work said Im trying to work my knees were

giving thats it so went back fainted

times so he was very nice guy. He took me and

he put me inside working with everyone going to the

camp that was just an exposure it worked for

1/2 hour hour dont know maybe hours

and then we went back to largar. Then he put me

there for week to work inside the sweeping the

floor and cleaning. Then after the week he said
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A. am not going to just find you work and so went

this time made it made it and times would

come where would eat sitting on cadavers just

eating so well these zone commander planned to

increase to about 1000 people.

Q. THIS WAS IN THE SUMMER OF 44

A. Right. Because there were people coming from

Hungary and they had we did not go anymore to the

largar to sleep because they made small bedrooms

not bedrooms but sleeping areas on top of the

crematorium and the same thing with crematorium

and %4 so

Q. WAS THIS WERE YOU AWARE OF WHETHER THIS WAS THE

FIRST TIME THEY OPERATED LIKE THAT THAT YOU

DIDNT GO BACK TO BLOCK 13
A. Yea. That was the first time. They did that for

awhile. We did sleep on and then suddenly they

decided that they will completely isolate us from

the camp so we would stay at the crematorium so

we stayed there we slept there we couldnt go

out at all to the largar

Q. AND WHEN YOU WERE THERE WERE THE PEOPLE THAT HAD

BEEN WORKING IN THE ZONE COMMANDO BEFORE YOU THEY

ALSO WERE THERE OR THEY WERE
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A. No. They were going to the camp to sleep.

Q. OKAY

A. Then after we went after our presence at

Auschwitz or in Buchinwald is that they made that

where you sleep into the crematoriums.

Q. SO ALL THOUSAND PEOPLE WERE THERE STAYING THERE

A. Well said there were 200000 but there were

many denominations they would take 300 from here

bring them to Markhousen kill them there in the

gas chambers in my for instance when we

arrived later we found out that the group of ours

of related people 180 from zone commando of

Aushwitz or Buchinwald were cremated there in

Markhousen it was the last so we worked

Q. SO YOU WERE LIVING AND WORKING IN THE CREMATORIUM

AND HOW MANY WERE YOU

A. think in the crematorium or lets see

maybe 300 people am right dont know

lost count.

Q. WAS IT SET UP IN BUNKS LIKE JUST LIKE IT WAS IN

THE LARGAR

A. Yes many people together. But dont recall the

number.

Q. SO WHAT WAS YOUR DAY LIKE FROM THIS TIME
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A. Well. There were sometimes there were shifts

sometimes shifts. worked shifts. So only

worked during the day or only worked during the

night. Sometimes both. Depend on how much work

there was. But your day was working and when you

finished working you went to sleep because it was

very intense life because you were not only working

like you did something you were seeing people

dead before they were alive and then dead you

had encounters with people who ask questions

sometimes or the Germans would not see you.

Q. SO YOU WERE IN PLACE WHERE YOU SAW THE PEOPLE

WHEN THEY CAME IN AND THEY WERE ALIVE.

A. Yes and sometimes they took us there and they

asked us questions and theyd say dont answer

dont talk to the people but they would put us

there to show them that in the camp everyone is

alive even like when we come we knew there

were many prisoners around there well we say

alright so it is okay. And then people would

ask us questions many people knew what was going

on had doctor who knew we were going to be

gassed and we asked if we could send something to

his mother his diploma and couldnt do that

how could send you couldnt think of it of
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course. He knew he was going to be gassed but

there was no reaction. understand that too. See

the system doesnt help am sorry to say.

Q. WELL AND JUST DID YOU WHEN THE PEOPLE CAME INTO

THE AREA OF THE GAS CHAMBER THE CREMATORIUM THEY

WERE TOLD THEY WERE GOING TO TAKE SHOWER AND THEY

TOOK THEIR CLOTHES OFF.

A. All around the area they had hooks with numbers

sometimes the Germans would tell them just

remember the number and then they would put the

women and then the men and then at that time they

were putting the women into the gas room and we

were not allowed later yes to clean it but

once they were going there we were not allowed.

The Germans closed the door and once closed the

door two other Germans would go back after them

because this was underground.

Q. THE GAS CHAMBER

A. The gas chamber and the _______________ was the

word.

Q. AND THE MEN WERE SEPARATED FROM THE WOMEN AND NO

ONE COULD SEE WHAT WAS HAPPENING

A. Oh yes yes after see the men dont remember

now its incredible but dont remember first
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the men or the women. think first the women.

Anyway the women go first and then you would see

that the room the gas room was half filled so

they would put the men so the first men would be

encountered with naked women and vis versa and

they would go there and then sometimes the

transport big transport they would get the

children and throw them two Germans one in

front of the other one front of the door and

throw the little children on top of the other

people in the gas room. Then they would close the

door and go upstairs on the level and then drop the

clyclin the gas there were two how do you call

it covers in cement they would remove the

covers throw the clyclin with masks that they had

and they would push it back again there were

think exhausts or tubes and thats it.

After that the death would occur in about 10

minutes. Oh my God They would start the

ventilation so that the zone commando would be able

to go and start untangling the dead and then the

process of cremation was over. Sometimes there

were small transports and they didnt want to use

clyclin in the room so they had to make separa

tion separated with big glass tube with 2/3rd
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water and if it was small transport they would

put the small transport in the first room lock it

and the next one the second room by then would be

clean. Whatever so if you had small transport

you used the first room and then if there was

nothing no more transports for awhile you would

clean the first room clean it up and then again

gas room ready perfect factory.

Q. SO THEN WHEN THE PEOPLE WERE DEAD YOUR WORK WAS

TO COME IN AND UNTANGLE THEM.

A. Untangle them other people were cutting their

hair.

Q. THIS IS AFTER THEY ARE DEAD

A. After they are dead. Yes. What seen it was

always after they were dead. Where people were

taking hair teeth of course gold teeth and then

the other people upstairs where the ovens were

they would put the cadivers in the oven for the

cremation.

Q. PEOPLE UNDER THE ZONE COMMANDO WERE SOMEWHAT

SPECIALIZED. YOUR JOB WAS TO DO THE SAME THING ALL

THE TIME

A. Yes. For instance never had the task of putting

people in the ovens. My job was to untangle them

and it is unfortunate to say there is technique
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for that and you learned because you may spend

hours to untangle the people and it is very

difficult and you acquired expertise.

Q. AND EVERYONE WAS SPECIALIZED IN WHAT

A. Yes.

Q. AND THIS WAS ALL MEN UNDER THE ZONE COMMANDO.

A. Yes.

Q. AND YOU WORKED STARTING FROM MAY

A. Well April no you are right May because had

quarantine May to January 18 In January we

left.

Q. SO YOU WERE THERE DURING THE TIME OF

A. The revolution.

Q. CAN YOU TELL ME SOMETHING ABOUT WERE YOU AWARE

DURING THIS TIME WERE YOU IN CONTACT WITH ANYONE

OUTSIDE

A. No none of us was except except for overcop

Kaminski crematorium 41 and he would go back

and forth because he was free to walk that guy

was free to go around. thought it was Buchenwald

and Auschwitz it was not so learned that

from ________. Kaminski could circulate in

Buchenwald but not in Auschwitz. Anyway Kaminski

was one who had the contact to dynamite and things
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and things like that.

Q. HEWASA

A. Yes zone commando

Q. SO DURING THE TIME WHEN YOU WERE DOING YOUR JOB AND

OTHER PEOPLE WERE DOING WHAT THEY WERE DOING HE WAS

WHAT

A. He was the over cop he was master he was

these people were the hieracy like over cop

florbagger there were very great power

Kaminski would kill just to show goodwill or

whatever to the Germans on the other hand he

helped the revolution at the end he was shot by

the Germans in the bunker. Two Germans picked him

up and they shot him. They wanted to find out how

he got the dynamite.

Q. SO HE WAS FREE TO MOVE OUTSIDE

A. Outside the crematorium the crematorium and

i2 were separated by ______ but closed with

fence the door was locked and there was camouflage

all around so you couldnt see from outside or

inside so they were isolated now Kaminski could

situate back and forth could go to the lager

there withtout any guard. So people like that had

contact. We had officer of the Greek army who

was Jewish his name was Joseph Guisepa he was
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coronel and he organized small group of us within

the concentration camp within the zone commando

Q. WERE MOST OF THE ZONE COMMANDO FROM THE TRANSPORT

THAT YOU CAME ON MOST OF THEM WERE GREEKS

A. Right. But remember the majority of the zone

commando was always were mostly Polish.

Q. AND THIS TIME ALSO SAY IN THE 300 OR SO PEOPLE

THERE WERE MOSTLY POLES AND RUSSIANS

A. Yes. Yes. among the __________ One or two you

mean Half and half half were Polish and Russian

mostly Poles some Russians.

Q. AND JEWS MEAN WERE THERE NON JEWISH POLES

A. No.

Q. THEY WERE ALL JEWS FROM POLAND AND RUSSIA.

A. Yes but the Russians were not.

Q. THE RUSSIANS WERENT JEWS

A. They were not Jews. They were punished because

they escaped or somewhat dont know one of

them remember digging death pens to use it or

to escape but he was caught and put in the

concentration camp in the zone commando as

punishment and well this Greek coronel organized

some of us small tasks like we said when the

revolution would start we were to go and hit the

orderchaufer before he gets out from the building.

Q. WHEN WAS THIS MEAN WHEN
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A. That was summer of 1944 June July something

like that.

Q. SO YOU TALKED ABOUT THIS WAS EVERYONE AWARE THAT

SOMETHING WAS BEING PLANNED

A. No. No. No. It was kept quiet because secret

because they were scared to divulge the news and

unfortunately the way know it may not be right.

The way know it is that the day that you were

ready to the day we did not expect it was the

time for the revolution. The signal was fire in

the crematorium 4. When youd see smoke coming

through crematorium it means the beginning of

the _______ whatever we should do. As it happened

this way except that the fire or the smoke was

smoke coming from mattress Hungarian prisoner

lighted it because he lost his mind he didnt

know anything about the signal or anything.

Q. AND THIS WAS IN THE SUMMER THE TIMING. AM JUST

A. Well it was dont know if it was July or

Q. BUT IT WAS WAY BEFORE OCTOBER

A. Yes. Yes.

Q. SO UP UNTIL THAT TIME NO ONE HAD TOLD YOU THAT THIS

WAS GOING TO HAPPEN

A. Yes. knew that knew that the signal was the

smoke from crematorium and we had to put the
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best find the best equipment we could and this

guy besides myself had to go down and hit the

oderchaufer told you that.

Q. SO THAT WAS GOING TO BE WHAT YOUR FUNCTION WAS

DURING THE REVOLUTION

A. Yes. Right. Right. We knew from the Greek

officer.

Q. AND THIS WAS ALREADY IN JULY OR AUGUST SO IT WAS

PLANNED AHEAD.

A. Yes. think before that. And one Friday we were

already to start to start at oclock and we

heard the signal was no go because the big train

came. huge train came with tremendous number of

police police force full of it with the

transport of course so it was off because we

would have met lots more resistence.

Q. DID YOU KNOW PRETTY MUCH HOW MANY WHAT THE FORCE

OF THE GERMANS WAS IN THE CAMP THAT YOU WERE GOING

TO DEAL WITH

A. Oh in the camp not that much except we knew that

for instance the guards in our group would come and

change the guards to about 24 or something like

that and we knew at that period there were some

more about 50 dont know exactly how many but
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we did not know. The people who were running the

revolution they knew because they were people like

Kaminski who could go and find out talk with them

because they trusted him. So the idea was to hit

the guards take the weapons and hope that can

hold the camp for two days because then we had

promise from the gorillas the Polish gorillas

to come and help us but dont think that was

true.

Q. YOU DONT THINK THAT EVEN THEY PROMISED

A. think this was an attempt desperate attempt

to fight with very little hope it flopped big

flop.

Q. BUT THE PEOPLE THAT WERE ORGANIZING YOU TOLD YOU

THAT IF WE CAN HOLD OUT FOR TWO DAYS THE POLISH

UNDERGROUND WILL COME IN AND RESCUE US TO ENCOURAGE

YOU TO

A. Yes. Yes. think thats determination now. If

would be wrong. Anything could be wrong its

impossible to predict with that

Q. BUT AT THE TIME YOU BELIEVED THAT

A. Yes. Yes. But that the gorillas would help us and

when it didnt work and then they said sometime

next Friday but dont know why it was Friday
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there was some preference for Friday and then next

Friday it was the fire started in crematorium

it was no given signal but we all

believed so and we rushed down to get the

overchaufer ourselves ourselves and he had run

already. He was already outside the yard opened

the door locked the door again on the outside and

he was with some colleague Germans and in about

less than 10 minutes two big trucks came two

trucks came with SS machine guns dogs and they

came into the crematorium in the yard we were all

up in our sleeping area and they called Koicheck

the guy who hit the two they called him and told

he to come down and he came down and they started

calling us and nobody would go they insisted

told to come and finally we all came down they

counted us lets see anyway they counted us

they put in small room which was used to burn

clothes things like that which was 1/5th of this

room here 80 people thats how many were there.

80 people crematorium something like 80 people

crematorium and approximately 400 people for

crematorium and at that time well they put us

there in that little room and then Kramer came

Joseph Kramer who was the commadant he came and
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counted us saw the little book he came times

day and night to count us then the overchaufer

of the we used to call it he came

and opened the door we were all packed and it was

full he said twho are the responsible people for

the bicycle of the overchaufer Who are the

responsible people to keep up in good condition the

bicycle of the overchaufer they were two brothers

so one of them came up they showed him the

bicycle which was torn he had done it so they

started hitting him with the cane and he said and

they killed him in front of us in front of his

brother his brother was standing there and they

killed him. Now that scene was bad not because

they killed someone in front of us we knew that

killing for them is no problem but it was for us

signal that we are destined to death but when

we were many times destined to death so the fact

is that he was killed there on the spot and then

they picked us up few of us to go and get all

the dead people of zone commando from crematorium

because crematorium they heard those shots the

shots they heard were from crematorium they saw

us running down and they saw the overchaufer leave

the premises and call for help so they started
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going out of the fences and started going out of

fences and the German guards started shooting at

them. They thought the guards were already

prisoners. Anyway all our friends we found them

in the field all dead so they took us to ________

picked up some of us about 16 or 17 dont

remember how many to go and take all these people

from the field bring them to crematorium and

burn them. Thats what happened that night. And

then lets see next day they took us to crematorium

to continue the work of the cremation.

Q. OF THE ZONE COMMANDO

A. Yes. Your memory fades think we were Ill tell

you now it was before what happened they were

looking for the dynamite

Q. THEY WERE LOOKING FOR THE DYNAMITE THIS HAPPENED

BEFORE THEY TOOK YOU

A. Yes. They were looking for the dynamite and one

morning

Q. THEY KNEW THERE WAS DYNAMITE BECAUSE

A. It was missing from the dynamite in Auschwitz.

Some girl who supplied the dynamite said that it

was given to the zone commando and they came to
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find out where the dynamite was and the officer who

asked about it was oberchaufer Nublem horrible

man.

Q. BUT THIS WAS AFTER THE ZONE COMMANDO FROM

CREMATORIUM WERE KILLED

A. Yes. And he caine and said he wanted to know where

the dynamite was and he wanted to know in about one

minute otherwise he put his gun in front here and

he looked at us of course then he told us to

completely undress after that nobody talked we

completed undressed. We knew where the dynamite

was and we had news about dynamite. There was

dynamite in crematorium in one of walls one of

the walls of bunk.

Q. YOU SAY WE KNEW. MEAN YOU KNEW AND OTHER PEOPLE

THAT WERE

A. Well know the Russians told me and ___________

was his name and they put it there. didnt put

it there but knew and verified that because

when went back later saw big hole there and

Q. BUT SAY THE 80 PEOPLE HE WAS ASKING MEAN HE

DIDNT KNOW WHO WAS INVOLVED AND NOBODY KNEW

NOBODY OUTSIDE

A. Nobody. ____________ whats good about suppose
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you said it youd be dead anyway. So nobody said

anything about it and then they said to undress

completely undress and they were calling us at

time inside the little room there in the back of

the office and we all assumed that they were

killing in there with shot of some ______ because

they did that before and when our turn came was

sure that that was it. Then went over to my

friend hugging him like that and went inside and

everybody was dressed up again. And it was just

enough wrecking system. Well they were giving us

hell with gymnastics because they wanted to know

who was organizing the revolution and all that.

Well then suddenly one day we heard that they were

going to destroy the crematorium and they did.

Q. THE NAZIS

Yea. They started to destroy crematorium

and then dont remember what happened well

know that it was period of time that they took

from our group we were something like 200 300

people took other naked people selection got

from us took them to Auschwitz and then from

Auschwitz to Markhouser. And we didnt know what

happened. We learned later.
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Q. THIS WAS AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO REVOLT AND AFTER

EARLY ON THEY TOOK OUT THESE 180 AND THEY SENT

THEM OUT

A. Yes

Q. AND THEN AFTER THAT WERE THERE ANY MORE TRANSPORTS

A. We were left about 200 people and the zone commando

and by extraordinary luck most of the Greeks

survived not because of strength guarantee

but because of luck all luck. They said it was

because the other people knew much more than we

did. dont believe so. think it is matter

of luck.

Q. BUT THE DEATH FACTORIES STOPPED FUNCTIONING.

A. Stopped functioning. Ill tell you what happened.

They wanted to gas us. The people who were left

there were only 200 people so what they did they

took 15 people from lager day and they took them

out to use the ovens to bring them back down

there was no gas anymore so we were in like

_____ block 15 so they put people taught them

how to use them we learned that from somebody in

the whatever

Q. BUT UP UNTIL THIS TIME YOU ATTEMPTED THE REVOLT AND

IT DIDNT SUCCEED AND THEY TOOK AWAY 180 AND THEY
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Q. WERE INTERRAGATING PEOPLE ABOUT BUT THERE WAS NO

MORE GASSING OR ANYTHING

A. No. During the revolt 400 people of the zone

commando were shot on the spot in crematorium

because they also tried to escape and they stopped

them and then the commondant think at the time

put them all facing down 400 people and they

shot them all. So that is zone commando.

Q. BUT THE OTHER LIKE THE HUNGARIANS WERE STILL

COMING IN

A. No. That was finished.

Q. DID THEY STOP BECAUSE OR WERE THERE WERENT ANY

TRANSPORTS ANYWAY

A. No there were not. There were no transports

anymore. It was like which might be wrong but

they stopped gassing all over. It was all through.

Anyway we thought it was finished and that the war

was at the end and they got scared and didnt gas

anymore.

Q. SO DID THE MEN UNDER ZONE COMMANDO WAS IT PART OF

THE MOTIVATION FOR GETTING WILLING TO TRY

REVOLT THAT YOU THOUGHT YOU WERE GOING TO BE

GASSED

A. No. No. The motivation for the zone commando

revolution is very simple. We were never expected
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to live. Every once in while they would take

some of the zone commando people in transport and

they would disappear. So we knew that and the

fact that they were isolated from the camp which

was an obvious reason why they would not let us

live so for us to be into revolt condition was

simple. We had nothing to lose anyway so the

fact is they finished there in Auschwitz. There

was no question about it. think they wanted to

eliminate us so they would clear all the traces

there. And the higher 15 would have been killed by

the Germans. The Germans would take care of it

but the fact is that we learned about it taking

people away where the people were trained _______

_________ and at that period between the 16th 17th

and 18th of January the camp was like big mess

END OF SIDE

the camp was in tremendous disorder. We could hear

Russian canons far away of course so and once

in while we saw someone in small transport

leaving Auschwitz they were bringing the people

to some other area so they would not find the

rest would not find them and the disorder was

tremendous. So one morning they had general
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________ in the camp and they started calling the

numbers 15 numbers of the people

used the ovens so they would stay there with us.

Nobody was there. They were already gone. Well

understand that they were told by somebody else in

our block go if you can because if you stay they

are going to kill us all. And they did because

it was easy to go because there were no numbers or

anything because there was tremendous disorder at

the time

Q. THIS WAS WHEN THEY WERE ORGANIZING THE MARCHES OUT

OF AUSCHWITZ

a. Right. So they left. The Germans kept calling

these numbers and nobody appeared. In the meantime

somebody came with motorcycle German and he

said something to the corninondant and there was lots

of commotion and immediately it was ordered for all

the camp to get out and leave Auschwitz. We went

and picked up our stuff got into the lines there

maybe with other people because it was only way

to disappear and we left. We left went to Buna

and from there they took us next day think it

was the march for days and dont remember any
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more we had open trains and we went finally to

Markhouser we stayed days open air and then

they brought us to Emmenze Austria. We were there

for one month or so and every night two Germans and

interpreters would come in in the sleeping area

turn the lights on and ask for whoever worked in

the zone commando in Auschwitz. Of course no one

said anything.

A. NOBODY ANSWERED AND THEY DIDNT HAVE RECORDS OF

YOUR NUMBERS

Q. They did have the records. We learned that one of

the Germans who was bringing all the records was

captured by the Russians and killed. That was

you know how rumors exist even if it is true or

not dont know. Might have been the imagination

of somebody.

Q. BUT THEY HAD TO COME AND ASK THEY KNEW THAT THE

PEOPLE FROM AUSCHWITZ WERE IN EMMENZE BUT THEY

DIDNT KNOW WHO

A. Yes. They would come every single night

practically every single night to us had

bunk with French doctor and every time it was

empty he would hold his feet and they didnt
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find out and we stayed at Emmenze worked in the

tunnels and had fragments in my feet they swelled

from pus well this came from the march we had

blisters the blisters all the pus went inside

your leg and then they started swelling and

swelling getting bluish well one day the German

master who was head of the groups so they sent me

to the hospital. went to the hospital and came

back again and then again to the hospital and that

was where was liberated. When was in the

hospital we were sleeping people in cot and it

is possible people dont think it is possible

but it is possible. And had friends when was

sick and one of them of these people was the

Greek officer who was standing who was part of

the ___________. He died of tuberculosis the day

the Americans arrived. little later why am

saying that about year ago received

newspaper from Athens from the Jewish Community and

they were talking about him about the way he died

the way he died was singing ___________ the

Greek national anthem during the revolution.

Q. OH IN AUSCHWITZ
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A. Yes. And this triggered something in my mind if

now we have surgical assistances and it is not that

nobody was lying it was somebody who said

something and then he embellished little bit or

thought it was like that because you think many

things that you think were in certain way and

might not have been exactly what you may think now.

Was it like that or was it not For instance Ill

tell you there was talk about crematorium 5. And

dont think there was any but found out

was so sure found out what it was crematorium

first was in Auschwitz. Then the crematorium was

distroyed or not functioning basically before

but you see when they said said

maybe there were but there wasnt so there

are lots of tricks of memory but this event of

Joe dying in my bed it was my bed and you saw

the magazine from the Jewish Community of Athens

was shock and believe there are many things

like that that happened which you dont recollect

anymore. The trouble was that all this research

should have been done in 44 now its true its

still okay but the reason am skeptical about
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anything like that is because dont believe in

knowledge about autrocities or holocaust

conditions. dont believe that the knowledge

prevents them. We know people dont know what

does it. dont know the solution yet and think

know the solution but dont think it is

solution. It is tradition tradition is big

problem and we are all attached to tradition.

Religion is big factor think not because of

Jesus and Jewish any religion. We are present

tremendously with the difference between and

and thats it and if you have that could tell

you autrocities saw with my eyes German

officer with baby months dont know

months shooting it in the eye and then once in

the ear and the baby was moving still his hand

then once more and then drops the baby on the

cement. Now if that doesnt make you lets say

different then what you were before no dont

think so. If given certain conditions the

autrocity will occur. Under the conditions now

they will not. The only way think to prevent

this is to eliminate things that we are very
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dear in our heart. The distinguish we have from

other people. We you are Cohen your name is

Newberg my name is Bennahmias and my family was

like that your family was like that. come from

Jewish background. You come from Christian

background. love Jesus Christ. love Mogen

David whatever. Once you have that believe

there is solution because we have seen that

education has not done it. Germans were well

educated. They have professor of Anthropology at

the University of Berlin asking for skulls from

Jewish prisoners and he wanted to look before and

after death. He wanted the dimensions. Thats

professor of Anthropology at the University of

Berlin Dr. Rasher running experiments on high

tempered or low tempered children behavior with

genie pigs human beings animals. So and these

people actually find autrocities and believe the

next generation or whatever they will have even

more because they will know this.

Q. SO YOU WERE IN EMMENZE ALL THROUGH FROM JANAUPRY

FROM FEBRUARY ON

A. From February to May 8th.
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Q. MAY 8th. AND THEN THE AMERICANS CAME.

A. Yea. Patton came and then was liberated.

Q. RIGHT.

A. was liberated and at the time of the liberation

was borderline almost thought would lose my

mind because would not move my head fast because

would lose my energy if did that fast or slow

it didnt make any difference was very weak

still weak. It would take me about 15 minutes to

go from here to the door but left the camp

after weeks was one of the first ones in

Athens.

Q. HOW DID YOU GET FROM AUSTRIA TO ATHENS

A. Planes American planes. went to Athens and

learned how to run. Because couldnt run

didnt have the strength to run. So had to go

home by streetcar and then friend of mine had

lunch every day and at the end of the lunch would

take the bread and put it in my pocket. He said

what are you doing couldnt live without that

bread.

Q. WERE THERE ANY OF YOUR FAMILY THAT WENT WITH YOU

THAT SURVIVED ALSO

A. No.
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Q. SO EVERYONE DIED

A. Well one cousin. My cousin is alive. Yea.

Q. BUT YOUR PARENTS WHO WERE TAKEN WITH YOU RIGHT AT

THE BEGINNING

A. They were dead within hours.

Q. DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU DIDNT KNOW THAT DID YOU

A. didnt. If anything wouldnt believe that

but when went to zone commando realized what

happened. You know the first man who came from the

concentration camp in Solonia his name was Batte

Greek fellow he related all the events of the

concentration camp the crematorium the gas rooms

you know where he ended up he ended up in state

hospital for weeks because the Jewish community

didnt believe him couldnt be he lost his mind

so they put him in there and after weeks other

people came because he was the first one to arrive

Q. HE CAME FROM

A. The concentration camp.

Q. WHICH CONCENTRATION CAMP

A. In German camp he flew

Q. OH AFTER THE WAR
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A. He was the first one who came from the German camps

and

Q. HE TRIED TO TELL THEM WHAT HAPPENED

A. He told them he told them and they locked him in

state hospital for weeks and then other people

started arriving and confirming his story and they

took him out and they gave big party and

apologized couldnt believe it.

Q. DID ANYONE ASK YOU SPECIFICALLY WHAT HAPPENED TO

YOU

A. Yes of course no question about it. had lots

of discussions about this matter with many people

and its very difficult if you have lived in

civilized surroundings when say civilized

under certain conditions civilized you cannot

conceive things like that you cannot understand

that this could happen. Human beings are beasts.

Given certain conditions we unleash them and

believe you too mean it has to be certain

conditions and that certain condition will not

trigger you and me but there are some conditions

which are milder which will not trigger you but

will trigger somebody who is chauvinist like
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German at the time but think under given

conditions proper conditions and you will do it.

Unfortunately. dont know to what extent. But

we are civilized because believe it is easy to be

civilized. Here civilization for me is when you

are under stress then show me civilization and

will survive. am not saying there werent some

people. There were some people very few who in

my way of judging were acceptional people. Thats

what they call heroes in my opinion the only

ones. Because they were able to overcome that

animalistic approach and be above it.

Q. WHO WERE THEY

A. remember only one. Only one.

Q. IN THE CAMP

A. These people are driven by tremendous strong

feelings of self-respect. didnt find many

including me and everybody. If you tried to be

civilized when it was easy and you are civilized

when it is easy you are very nice to children to

people sure it is easy but if you want to

really aspire to that you will give it. Its true.

So thats the story.

Q. WHEN DID YOU LEAVE ATHENS
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A. Well went to was in Athens in 45 and stayed

there till 51. worked for the Israeli consulate

in Athens as secretary for couple of years

years and then got married my wife used to

come here on study scholarship in Wisconsin

and she came back and she we got married she

tried to convince me to come to the United States.

didnt want to frankly.

Q. SO WHEN YOU WERE BACK IN GREECE YOU FELT YOU

SAID BEFORE THE PEOPLE OF ATHENS BEHAVED BETTER

THAN IN SOLIKA THAN NON-JEWISH PEOPLE YOU FELT

COMFORTABLE THERE

A. Yes. felt comfortable in Athens. The Greeks are

peculiar nationality. They are more ethnic

lots of noise from they may blow their stack and

then after that they will offer you glass of wine

they are more or less mild people. Emotional

but very mild. And from the point of view of be

havior with the Jews Ill say in Athens they were

covert Solonika not that much would say in

Solinika they were not covert but in Athens they

were. So lived there and was most comfortable in

Athens with the Greeks and then in 51 like said

married my wife and came here to the United States.
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came here in Oakland. worked for Montgomery

Ward for year or so in their warehouse. Then

decided had to go to college so went and got

degree in chemistry and worked as chemist for

about 23 years and then changed years ago.

went in the eye glass business because one of my

uncles passed away and my aunt asked me if wanted

to join her to this business so decided to do it.

Because if you dont you regret it and maybe

should have done it dont know. So did it

and thats where am now. Two children one is

____________ the other one in genetics. My son

works at now he worked at Lockheed. My daughter

works at the county institute in Stanford. She is

married. My wife passed away years ago from

cancer. didnt get married again. Thats it.

Q. YOU SAID BEFORE THAT YOU THINK AS LONG AS WE ARE

DIFFERENT THAT THERE ARE DISTINCTIONS THE

POTENTIAL FOR COMMITTING ATTROCITIES AGAINST

WHOEVER IS DIFFERENT FROM WHAT HAPPENED HAVE YOU

RAISED YOUR CHILDREN TO THINK OF THEMSELVES AS

DIFFERENT DO THEY KNOW THEY ARE JEWISH

A. Yes. They know they are Jewish but very very

small emphasis not that they say if do that
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the world will be better because that has to be in

association with other people we dont do it this

way so thats why they have feelings of being

Jewish but to me this is already the first sin of

human being when hear for instance that you

have to be proud to be Jewish to me its sin

because when someone tells me he is proud to be

Catholic say why Why are you proud to be

Catholic What is it to be proud of There is

nothing to be proud because if you are proud it

means that you are better than right Why are

you proud It means you are different from him and

you are even better than him thats to be proud.

To me thats where you make the beginning of the

sin. Now if say am Jewish with the same

intensity that you are Catholic and understand

you you understand me we are just lets say

talking about God your God my God fine. Up to

that point agree but you dont act this way.

You go now to the synagogue Saturday whatever

you hear the rabbi you should be proud to be

Jewish and nobody ______ it. Why not on the

contrary you are proud to be Jewish but Im not.
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wouldnt be proud to be Catholic or proud to be

Muslim and think this is the problem big

problem. The solution figure this is the

solution but it is not an easy solution in fact

maybe it is never solution because nobody gives

up these things that he likes he likes those

things. And thats Im afraid where the problem

is. And you can live many many years without

problems but if conditions are ripe somebody will

say well you can work to this level because this

is the best. And everybodys own feelings why

now we say an eye for an eye some Christians say

well this is very primitive type of approach.

Not an eye for an eye turn the other cheek and

then you show its very dumb its logical. Now

are they right dont think we are laughter

So dont know. Im pessimist really. dont

believe anything will come that will eliminate that

unless people come to conclusion that this is

the origin of our problems these distinctions

lets see if we can eliminate them and make people

well you can have individual families without

intruding to the personalities of other people

like when you say Im proud Im proud of my
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father yes okay my father was good to be

accepted but Ill give you the same choice to be

proud of your father because it is different

father but when say religion but you are

talking group of people you are not talking

about one person and it is different because am

not familiar with your religion and when you tell

me you are proud of it you have put my religion

down you are isnt it

Q. WELL IM NOT SURE IN SOCIETY LIKE THE UNITED

STATES

A. Oh yes here there is the respect but McCarthy

came here for awhile remember the period of

Mccarthy. That was scary period. Laughter Now

it was very small scale. agree. But people

were hurt with McCarthy. Remember some professors

at the University who were put the stigma of being

enemies of the state my God these people were so

honest people and so straight for working and you

were putting the stigma on enemies of the state.

If you could have gone little further we would

have jailed those guys. Who knows. So dont

know. Well you will see.

Q. MAYBE MY CHILDREN WILL

A. Yes. Laughter _______________ the Germans come
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up with an atomic bomb or the hydrogen bomb

finished. What would you be or where would be.

It is matter of luck. We were the ones who found

it probably think all the world would be

working for the Germans slaves maybe for

thousand years already. So

END OF TAPE


